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Abstract
This paper describes the data collection and parallel corpus compilation activities carried out in the FP7 EU-funded SUMAT project. This project aims to develop an online subtitle translation service for nine European languages combined into 14 different language pairs. This data provides bilingual and monolingual training data for statistical machine translation engines which will semi-automate the subtitle translation processes of subtitling companies on a large scale.
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1. Introduction

Subtitling plays an important role being the preferred method of translating multimedia content in most European countries and for most genres, making audiovisual content widely accessible across languages. Current European policy (European Commission, 2010) promotes the subtitling contents broadcasted by public TV networks. As a consequence, the demand for subtitling by the European audiovisual industry has increased in recent years (MCG, 2007).

However, subtitling faces some important problems that are preventing the expansion of the market such as cost, time and quality. Subtitling and audiovisual translation have been recognized as areas that could greatly benefit from the introduction of Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) followed by post-editing, in order to increase productivity (see e.g., Volk, 2008; Hardmeier and Volk, 2009; de Sousa et al., 2011).

Currently, there are no effective tools or services that can provide automatic subtitle MT services. The main limitation is the lack of sufficient parallel subtitle corpora required to train the SMT models. $^1$ Such data is available for some language pairs, e.g., in the OPUS OpenSubtitle corpus (Tiedemann, 2009), but being based on openly available subtitles with no quality checking, their usefulness has yet to be determined.$^2$

Professionally produced high-quality subtitle data is the property of subtitling companies. Moreover, data is used and stored in various subtitle formats, some of which are proprietary, e.g., .o32, .x32 and .s32 belong to Softel, .890 is the Cavena format, .pac is the Screen format, and .ezt belongs to EZTitles. All this makes access to high-quality data for research and development purposes rather problematic.

The European project SUMAT$^3$ aims to develop an online subtitle translation service for nine European languages, combined into 14 different language pairs, in order to semi-automate the subtitle translation processes of subtitling companies on a large scale.

In order to obtain high-quality subtitle data, SUMAT has professional subtitle translation companies as members of the consortium, including Deluxe Digital Studios$^4$, Voice&Script International$^5$, InVision Ondertiteling$^6$ and Titelbild Subtitling and Translation.$^7$ Professional data of high quality, however, cannot be directly used as SMT training material: a parallel corpus should be compiled first. The problems that need to be solved are how to deal with different data formats and encodings, different formatting styles and subtitle cuts, differences in language structures, but also handling those human errors that occur when identifying and aligning parallel documents and subtitles. In this paper we describe what data has been collected (Sec-

$^1$It is known from previous experiments reported in the literature (Hardmeier and Volk, 2009) that 7-10 million words (approximately 1 million subtitles) is a good size training corpus per language pair.
$^2$The same applies to the new version of OpenSubtitles, which is to include much larger amounts of data and is currently under development.

$^3$An Online Service for SUbitting by MAchine Translation: http://www.sumat-project.eu
$^4$http://www.bydeluxe.com
$^5$http://www.vsi.tv
$^6$http://www.ondertiteling.nl
$^7$http://www.titelbild.de
tion 2) and how the parallel corpus for training SMT systems has been compiled and evaluated (Section 3). Section 4 summarizes the results and outlines further SUMAT corpus developments.

## 2. Data collection

### 2.1. Corpora

The SUMAT subtitle translation service providers are major European and world players that have large subtitle resources available in more than 50 languages, produced by professionally trained subtitle translators who are native speakers of the target language employing multi-level quality control procedures. The SUMAT subtitling companies have specified the quantities and characteristics of the subtitle data and provided subtitle training material to be used in the project. Table 1 gives an overview of provided subtitles for each of the SUMAT language pairs.

### Table 1: Amount of available parallel subtitles provided by the members of the SUMAT consortium.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language pair</th>
<th>Amount of parallel subtitles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English - German</td>
<td>1.935.829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English - French</td>
<td>1.065.931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English - Spanish</td>
<td>848.318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English - Dutch</td>
<td>838.463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English - Swedish</td>
<td>635.804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English - Portuguese</td>
<td>560.716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbian - Slovenian</td>
<td>175.097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>6.060.158</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional monolingual subtitle data for Dutch, English, German, French, Swedish and Portuguese has also been collected, in order to be used for language model training (see Table 2).

### Table 2: Amount of available monolingual subtitles provided by the members of the SUMAT consortium.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Amount of monolingual subtitles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>1.891.677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>1.958.171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>1.060.885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutch</td>
<td>2.609.869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>3.147.588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portuguese</td>
<td>1.547.372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>12.215.562</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A sufficient amount of subtitles are available to train state-of-the-art SMT systems for all the SUMAT language pairs except for Slovenian–Serbian. In order to mitigate the relative scarcity of the training data for the Slovenian–Serbian language pair, special focus will be paid to (a) constraining the subtitle genre/domain, (b) compiling as many freely available parallel and monolingual non-subtitle data as possible, and (c) exploiting the linguistic similarity between the two languages, by making use of dictionaries, morpho-syntactic information, hierarchical and phrasal lexicons which have been used effectively for languages like Serbian in the past (see Popović and Ney, 2005; Popović and Ney, 2006). Since SMT improvements can be expected through larger training sets, additional resources from freely available non-subtitle parallel corpora may be used to augment the subtitle data, e.g. the EuroparlTV parallel corpus, subtitles produced for the web television of the European Parliament, the JRC-Acquis Multilingual Parallel Corpus (a collection of legislative texts), or the ParaSol corpus of Slavic and other languages. In order to efficiently use additional non-subtitle parallel data, the automatic extraction of sentence pairs from these corpora with similar characteristics (e.g. sentence length, limited grammatical complexity) with subtitles will be investigated. While these freely available non-subtitle corpora may help reduce the number of out-of-vocabulary items, their effect on overall MT quality is as yet unproven.

### 2.2. Data quality

The SUMAT subtitle providers are professional companies specialized in producing subtitle translations of the highest quality. They work exclusively with professionally trained translators and experienced freelancers (masters in translation, audiovisual translation and/or university degree in language studies) who are native speakers of the target language. Personnel receive subtitling training, and via a constant feedback cycle it is ensured that the subtitling and translation skills of all staff members are up-to-date and remain at a very high level.

In addition to the translation personnel, all SUMAT subtitling companies have a pool of experienced editors, reviewers and proofreaders. All work goes through four levels of quality control: (i) origination; (ii) review; (iii) proofreading; and (iv) technical quality control which includes verifying the number of subtitles, blank subtitles, blank rows, italics, positioning on the screen, double spaces, minimum intervals, timing violations, shot change timing, justification, treatment of on-screen text, etc. The technical quality control on the translation (i.e. text) aspect includes the following elements:

1. the language used is indeed the correct one.
2. the correct font is used to avoid character corruptions.
3. the correct font size is used (where applicable).
4. the subtitles do not exceed two lines (unless exceptions stated in the guidelines) and that the character limit per line is respected (where applicable).
5. all text has been translated and if not this is done for a good reason (e.g. as often happens in Dutch subtitles for English audio files).
6. all numbers have been correctly translated.
7. all proper names have been consistently treated.
8. dialogues in subtitles have been treated as per the company/client guidelines, e.g. use of dialogue dash at the start of each subtitle line and no more than two speakers per subtitle.
9. the appropriate use of punctuation and capitalisation.

---

9 [http://langtech.jrc.it/JRC-Acquis.html](http://langtech.jrc.it/JRC-Acquis.html)
10 [http://www.uni-regensburg.de/Fakultaeten/phil_fak_IV/Slavistik/RPC/](http://www.uni-regensburg.de/Fakultaeten/phil_fak_IV/Slavistik/RPC/)
of potential errors in priority ranking are as follows:

As for error ranking for subtitles in general, errors can be divided into two categories: timing and text. In case of timing issues, a list of potential errors in priority ranking is as follows:

1. The subtitles are out of synchronization with the audio.
2. Any type of timing violation which would either make the subtitles not display properly (e.g. overlapping subtitles) or would violate the company or client guidelines (e.g. minimum and maximum duration).
3. Minor errors would be subtitles not being entirely frame accurate, but viewers rarely notice such errors.
4. A type of error that can be more or less serious, depending on the extent of violation, is reading speed violation, which means that the text in the subtitles is too long for it to be read in the time allocated for them. This can either be considered a timing error (if the timings can be improved) or a textual error (if the timings are fine, but the text has not been condensed enough).

In case of text, a list of potential errors in priority ranking is as follows:

1. Missing translations, when it is important to the comprehension of the story that there be a translation provided (sometimes background dialogue does not have to be subtitled, or if it is deliberately left untranslated it does not constitute a grave error necessarily).
2. Mistranslations, i.e. anything that changes the meaning of the utterance.
3. Mistakes in grammar, syntax, spelling or punctuation can be grave or not depending on the result of the mistake, i.e. the extent to which it inhibits comprehension of the utterance.
4. Even if the subtitle is otherwise perfect, if there are reading speed violations (i.e. the text is less edited than it should be given the time allocated for them), then the subtitle is still problematic. The gravity of the error depends on the extent of the violation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre</th>
<th>EN-NL</th>
<th>EN-FR</th>
<th>EN-DE</th>
<th>EN-PT</th>
<th>EN-ES</th>
<th>EN-SV</th>
<th>SR-SL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>378.63</td>
<td>369.79</td>
<td>266.565</td>
<td>229.068</td>
<td>338.749</td>
<td>43.082</td>
<td>6.185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
<td>102.655</td>
<td>196.769</td>
<td>176.316</td>
<td>132.769</td>
<td>169.388</td>
<td>53.411</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV/Dextra</td>
<td>82.488</td>
<td>111.605</td>
<td>84.437</td>
<td>64.023</td>
<td>107.781</td>
<td>1.251</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>35.509</td>
<td>109.699</td>
<td>130.406</td>
<td>676</td>
<td>62.069</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>2.821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentary</td>
<td>17.479</td>
<td>38.233</td>
<td>33.545</td>
<td>4.704</td>
<td>32.151</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVDCommentaries</td>
<td>12.671</td>
<td>29.324</td>
<td>28.178</td>
<td>50.361</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News</td>
<td>18.898</td>
<td>2.618</td>
<td>48.431</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>37.930</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SitComs</td>
<td>28.648</td>
<td>22.339</td>
<td>10.214</td>
<td>37.888</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate</td>
<td>3.828</td>
<td>41.172</td>
<td>33.623</td>
<td>602</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>2.718</td>
<td>10.106</td>
<td>7.157</td>
<td>1.316</td>
<td>3.895</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: SUMAT parallel subtitle data subdivided into genres.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre</th>
<th>EN-NL</th>
<th>EN-FR</th>
<th>EN-DE</th>
<th>EN-PT</th>
<th>EN-ES</th>
<th>EN-SV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>6.120</td>
<td>14.387</td>
<td>10.763</td>
<td>51.482</td>
<td>14.037</td>
<td>3.392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adventure</td>
<td>21.654</td>
<td>10.113</td>
<td>12.682</td>
<td>2.186</td>
<td>10.088</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comedy</td>
<td>117.718</td>
<td>137.441</td>
<td>56.993</td>
<td>80.703</td>
<td>98.539</td>
<td>51.282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>63.657</td>
<td>120.642</td>
<td>107.080</td>
<td>55.612</td>
<td>87.897</td>
<td>7.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>14.444</td>
<td>9.939</td>
<td>40.772</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>969</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drama</td>
<td>245.114</td>
<td>266.791</td>
<td>147.043</td>
<td>147.799</td>
<td>218.756</td>
<td>25.583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>32.667</td>
<td>17.848</td>
<td>24.927</td>
<td>25.125</td>
<td>35.253</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mystery/Detectives</td>
<td>47.579</td>
<td>45.728</td>
<td>42.477</td>
<td>6.132</td>
<td>34.911</td>
<td>2.874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>705</td>
<td>1.194</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>35.718</td>
<td>35.741</td>
<td>18.610</td>
<td>42.380</td>
<td>3.895</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>47.045</td>
<td>192.464</td>
<td>231.531</td>
<td>38.063</td>
<td>164.540</td>
<td>378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ScienceFiction</td>
<td>16.717</td>
<td>16.375</td>
<td>16.228</td>
<td>2.669</td>
<td>15.510</td>
<td>1.698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports</td>
<td>818</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>53.078</td>
<td>33.284</td>
<td>34.240</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>3.505</td>
<td>36.940</td>
<td>35.950</td>
<td>2.573</td>
<td>34.660</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: SUMAT parallel subtitle data subdivided into domains.

10. that there are no reading speed violations.
11. the line breaks are correct, i.e. segmentation is done at the highest possible syntactic node.

There are no official universal subtitling guidelines, but rather rules of thumb that are accepted in general by the subtitling industry but which may nonetheless be different from country to country. They differ, however, normally in details rather than the core principles of subtitling (see ITC Guidance on Standards for Subtitling, 1999\textsuperscript{11}). Some general guidelines for subtitling can be found in documents of the European Broadcast Union (EBU), e.g. EBU Report Access Services that include such recommendations\textsuperscript{12}. All companies though have their own internal subtitling guidelines and sometimes clients have too (Díaz-Cintas and Reimael, 2007).

As for error ranking for subtitles in general, errors can be related to timing and to text. In case of timing issues, a list of potential errors in priority ranking are as follows:

1. The subtitles are out of synchronization with the audio.
2. Any type of timing violation which would either make the subtitles not display properly (e.g. overlapping subtitles) or would violate the company or client guidelines (e.g. minimum and maximum duration).
3. Minor errors would be subtitles not being entirely frame accurate, but viewers rarely notice such errors.
4. A type of error that can be more or less serious, depending on the extent of violation, is reading speed violation, which means that the text in the subtitles is too long for it to be read in the time allocated for them. This can either be considered a timing error (if the timings can be improved) or a textual error (if the timings are fine, but the text has not been condensed enough).

In case of text, a list of potential errors in priority ranking is as follows:

1. Missing translations, when it is important to the comprehension of the story that there be a translation provided (sometimes background dialogue does not have to be subtitled, or if it is deliberately left untranslated it does not constitute a grave error necessarily).
2. Mistranslations, i.e. anything that changes the meaning of the utterance.
3. Mistakes in grammar, syntax, spelling or punctuation can be grave or not depending on the result of the mistake, i.e. the extent to which it inhibits comprehension of the utterance.
4. Even if the subtitle is otherwise perfect, if there are reading speed violations (i.e. the text is less edited than it should be given the time allocated to each particular subtitle), then the subtitle is still problematic. The gravity of the error depends on the extent of the violation.

\textsuperscript{11}Available via www.ofcom.org.uk
\textsuperscript{12}For more information visit http://tech.ebu.ch/publications
5. Any violations of guidelines or inconsistencies that do not otherwise impede comprehension.

The quality of the automatically translated subtitles will be assessed in the translation experiments and the errors that come out of the machine pre-processing/translation of subtitles will be ranked. It is also planned to compare the amount of time it would take subtitling companies to originate a file from scratch as opposed to post-editing a pre-processed file so that it reaches the same quality level as a file originated from scratch.

As to the quality of the previously mentioned freely available parallel subtitle data that may be used in the project, the situation is different. As we noted in Section 1, the OpenSub corpus contains subtitle files that are produced by volunteers and which may include linguistic mistakes of various kinds (e.g. spelling, grammatical, semantic and stylistic). This data may be used only for those language pairs for which the need for additional training material is identified, and in any case only after careful selection and quality checking. Regarding the quality of the parallel non-subtitle data that may be used in SUMAT as an additional resource, the majority of the data available is of high quality. Translations and sentence alignments for Europarl, the JRC-Acquis Multilingual Parallel Corpus, EMEA, the ParaSol corpus and MULTEXT-East cesDoc have either been manually performed by experts or automatically with manual correction. The same is applicable to the EuroparITV corpus, where subtitles and translations are of high quality, but created for parliamentary business, meetings and news, and when building translation and language models this should be taken into account.

2.3. Genres and domains

It has been noted in the literature (Volk, 2008) that the quality of automatically translated subtitles may vary considerably across film genres and that evaluation scores are rather domain-dependent. For this reason, in SUMAT subtitling companies provided information about genre and domain for each subtitle document. In total 16 genres have been defined (e.g. features, news, documentary), sub-divided into 21 domains (e.g. medicine, culture, history). Translation experiments will determine which strategy is better: either to have separate SMT systems per genre and domain or not. The amount of subtitle data available per genre and domain is computed. For those cases where it is impossible to provide domain information – because it might not be tractable or difficult to decide upon – documents are classified as ‘other’ and automatic domain classification techniques such as Support Vector Machines (Sharoff, 2007) will be applied. For those genres and language pairs that are under-represented, some genre classes will be merged and additional data from external open resources will be used. Tables 3 and 4 provide an overview of parallel subtitle data available per genre and domain, respectively.

3. Data pre-processing

In order to be used for SMT, data delivered by subtitling companies first needs to be pre-processed. This includes (1) subtitle format conversion, and (2) pre-processing of converted data.

The first task is concerned with the conversion of subtitle formats into plain text. Since some formatting information may be lost in the course of the conversion from some subtitle formats into plain text, a pivot format is needed to preserve formatting information throughout the translation process.

The second task is concerned with the pre-processing of the converted subtitle data. This involves the following steps:

(a) alignment of parallel documents (for parallel corpora);
(b) language identification (error checking);
(c) tokenization;
(d) normalization;
(e) sentence splitting;
(f) sentence alignment; and
(g) subtitle alignment.

3.1. Data conversion and unicode normalization

As it has been already noted, subtitle formats are of various types, with more than 200 different subtitling formats in existence, some of them proprietary. For other formats, such as .stl and .xml, detailed specifications are publicly available.

In practice, subtitle files are stored in a mix of different formats and the online subtitle translation service to be developed has to be able to handle them. Therefore, we need to build subtitle format converters to plain text. The following subtitle formats will be supported by the SUMAT pilot translation service: EBU STL, EBU TT, TXT and SRT. These formats have been chosen because (a) they all are non-proprietary formats; (b) EBU STL is the current non-proprietary standard; (c) EBU TT will be the next improved standard; (d) everyone can produce/convert to TXT format; and (e) SRT is becoming more widely employed because it is the format supported by youtube and webplayers in general. It will be possible to have each of these formats as input and/or output. This means that cross-conversion will be supported, e.g. the input file can be in TXT format and the output file in EBU TT format.

Text files delivered by subtitling companies are encoded using different character encoding standards. As a result, the format converters being developed include encoding detection. They can distinguish between UTF-8, UTF-16, Windows-1251 and Latin1, and employ UTF-8 as output encoding, since most of the tools to be used in SUMAT are compatible with such character encoding.

3.2. Dealing with formatting

Some subtitle file formats may contain formatting information. The most common formatting information includes positioning, coloring and italics. Positioning refers to the position of subtitles on the screen, e.g. if the file is for DVD purposes, subtitles are centered with subtitles containing dialogue centered and left-aligned. Coloring is used to encode speaker identity in teletext files, while italics emphasise special text such as off-screen narration.

The quality of automatically translated subtitles will be assessed in the translation experiments and the errors that come out of the machine pre-processing/translation of subtitles will be ranked. It is also planned to compare the amount of time it would take subtitling companies to originate a file from scratch as opposed to post-editing a pre-processed file so that it reaches the same quality level as a file originated from scratch.

As to the quality of the previously mentioned freely available parallel subtitle data that may be used in the project, the situation is different. As we noted in Section 1, the OpenSub corpus contains subtitle files that are produced by volunteers and which may include linguistic mistakes of various kinds (e.g. spelling, grammatical, semantic and stylistic). This data may be used only for those language pairs for which the need for additional training material is identified, and in any case only after careful selection and quality checking. Regarding the quality of the parallel non-subtitle data that may be used in SUMAT as an additional resource, the majority of the data available is of high quality. Translations and sentence alignments for Europarl, the JRC-Acquis Multilingual Parallel Corpus, EMEA, the ParaSol corpus and MULTEXT-East cesDoc have either been manually performed by experts or automatically with manual correction. The same is applicable to the EuroparITV corpus, where subtitles and translations are of high quality, but created for parliamentary business, meetings and news, and when building translation and language models this should be taken into account.

2.3. Genres and domains

It has been noted in the literature (Volk, 2008) that the quality of automatically translated subtitles may vary considerably across film genres and that evaluation scores are rather domain-dependent. For this reason, in SUMAT subtitling companies provided information about genre and domain for each subtitle document. In total 16 genres have been defined (e.g. features, news, documentary), sub-divided into 21 domains (e.g. medicine, culture, history). Translation experiments will determine which strategy is better: either to have separate SMT systems per genre and domain or not. The amount of subtitle data available per genre and domain is computed. For those cases where it is impossible to provide domain information – because it might not be tractable or difficult to decide upon – documents are classified as ‘other’ and automatic domain classification techniques such as Support Vector Machines (Sharoff, 2007) will be applied. For those genres and language pairs that are under-represented, some genre classes will be merged and additional data from external open resources will be used. Tables 3 and 4 provide an overview of parallel subtitle data available per genre and domain, respectively.

3. Data pre-processing

In order to be used for SMT, data delivered by subtitling companies first needs to be pre-processed. This includes (1) subtitle format conversion, and (2) pre-processing of converted data.

The first task is concerned with the conversion of subtitle formats into plain text. Since some formatting information may be lost in the course of the conversion from some subtitle formats into plain text, a pivot format is needed to preserve formatting information throughout the translation process.

The second task is concerned with the pre-processing of the converted subtitle data. This involves the following steps: (a) alignment of parallel documents (for parallel corpora); (b) language identification (error checking); (c) tokenization; (d) normalization; (e) sentence splitting; (f) sentence alignment; and (g) subtitle alignment.

3.1. Data conversion and unicode normalization

As it has been already noted, subtitle formats are of various types, with more than 200 different subtitling formats in existence, some of them proprietary. For other formats, such as .stl and .xml, detailed specifications are publicly available.

In practice, subtitle files are stored in a mix of different formats and the online subtitle translation service to be developed has to be able to handle them. Therefore, we need to build subtitle format converters to plain text. The following subtitle formats will be supported by the SUMAT pilot translation service: EBU STL, EBU TT, TXT and SRT. These formats have been chosen because (a) they all are non-proprietary formats; (b) EBU STL is the current non-proprietary standard; (c) EBU TT will be the next improved standard; (d) everyone can produce/convert to TXT format; and (e) SRT is becoming more widely employed because it is the format supported by youtube and webplayers in general. It will be possible to have each of these formats as input and/or output. This means that cross-conversion will be supported, e.g. the input file can be in TXT format and the output file in EBU TT format.

Text files delivered by subtitling companies are encoded using different character encoding standards. As a result, the format converters being developed include encoding detection. They can distinguish between UTF-8, UTF-16, Windows-1251 and Latin1, and employ UTF-8 as output encoding, since most of the tools to be used in SUMAT are compatible with such character encoding.

3.2. Dealing with formatting

Some subtitle file formats may contain formatting information. The most common formatting information includes positioning, coloring and italics. Positioning refers to the position of subtitles on the screen, e.g. if the file is for DVD purposes, subtitles are centered with subtitles containing dialogue centered and left-aligned. Coloring is used to encode speaker identity in teletext files, while italics emphasise special text such as off-screen narration.
While formatting should be saved and retained during translation within the online service, we will explore whether it needs to be eliminated during corpora compilation for SMT training. For example, (Du et al., 2010) demonstrated that maintaining the formatting as part of the SMT phrase-table actually improved MT quality. Files in .o32, .x32, .s32 and .stl do generally contain some positioning and coloring information: .srt files may have some italics and coloring information; and files in .txt have no formatting encoded. EBU TT has a detailed specification to encode all kinds of formatting information.

Among the formats to be supported by the SUMA T online pilot service, only EBU STL, SRT and EBU TT will contain formatting information consistently. When the input file is in any of these formats, the system will have to keep track of its formatting. A pivot format is needed to preserve formatting information throughout the translation process within the online service. Such a pivot format will be EBU TT, as it is capable of preserving all formatting information in an unambiguous way, all its formatting information is encoded in terms of easily parseable XML attributes.

### 3.3. Language identification and document alignment

For SMT training purposes, the language of the input subtitle files needs to be checked and parallel files need to be aligned and assigned the same name ID. Subtitling companies provided this information when delivering their data. However, language and name IDs sometimes contain errors. Thus, language identification is required to double-check the original language classification provided by the subtitling companies for erroneous language assignment.

For language identification, SUMA T uses the Lingua::Ident tool. Lingua::Ident is a statistical language identifier based on n-gram probabilities for languages and is open source. Only 0.12% of the files were identified as being not one of the SUMA T languages and were replaced with the correct versions.

Documents that contain subtitles in different languages (source and target language) that are translations of one another are parallel. One of the ways to detect parallel subtitle files is to extract the time codes that specify a subtitle’s start and end time for each document and measure the correspondences in time codes with all other documents. It was originally assumed that subtitling companies could guarantee that at least 90% of the time-codes of corresponding parallel subtitle files would be identical within a threshold of seven film frames. However, a number of difficulties were experienced when performing document alignment based on time code correspondences, e.g. differences in the time codes for some parallel subtitle files greater than seven frames were detected. Moreover, even if less than 90% of the time codes match, documents may still be parallel. This often happens when one language version may have an offset due to a longer introduction or a different cut, or when some subtitles are not translated and the timeline shifts. Time codes do not correspond in files that were not created as translations of one another, but from a different source file.

This was taken into consideration when designing and implementing the algorithm for document alignment, which also matches shifted documents automatically based on dynamic programming.

Table 5 shows the results of parallel data format conversion, language identification and document alignment. When compared with the delivered data (see Table 1), about 12% of the parallel data in terms of subtitles were lost during the conversion, language identification and document alignment stages. As far as non-parallel documents are concerned, these were added to the monolingual data collections, with 13,663,880 monolingual subtitles in total being converted: for Swedish, 3,192,674; English, 2,712,442; Dutch, 2,644,780; German, 2,335,948; Portuguese, 1,556,942; Spanish, 49,540; Serbian, 19,503; and Slovenian, 5,850.

### 3.4. Tokenization and normalization

Subsequently, subtitle data needs to be normalized (i.e. lowercased) and tokenized (i.e. split into a set of tokens which constitute atomic parseable elements such as words, abbreviations, acronyms or punctuation marks). For both tasks, the available Moses scripts (Koehn et al., 2007) were used and evaluated, and the necessary extensions to adapt them for subtitle processing were developed. As for lowercasing, this is one of the simplest pre-processing tasks, where capital letters were substituted by their corresponding lower letters. Since capital letters were used as features for later pre-processing tasks (e.g. sentence splitting), this task was performed as the last one in the SUMA T pre-processing pipeline. The performance on this task was 100% correct. As for tokenization, when tokenizing text for MT, the main guiding principle is to reduce text to a sequence of tokens from a small inventory. It is not required, for example, to learn different translations for house, depending on whether it is followed by a comma ‘house,’ or surrounded by quotes “house” or brackets (house). Similarly, the sparseness of data should be reduced in the way that, for example, “$” is always translated into Spanish as dólares independent of whether it was “$60” or “$5.” In the same way, measurements like km/h or °C are better to be separated from the numbers. Accordingly, splitting off punctuation, possessive or plural markers, apostrophes in merged words (e.g. don’t), hyphens and other special symbols is the main tokenization issues for the most European languages. Punctuation marks may, however, be part of a token (for ex-
ample when dealing with abbreviations). Since subtitling companies do not use special lists with abbreviations for SUMAT languages, lists of abbreviations were compiled for each language from available general lists. A list of Slovenian abbreviations was extracted from a national corpus FidaPLUS;\textsuperscript{16} for English, the Oxford dictionary list and those of the Encyclopedia Britannica were used; for German, the available list was supplemented using the web databases of the common German abbreviations;\textsuperscript{17} and similar approaches were used for French, Spanish and Dutch.\textsuperscript{18} General abbreviation lists were supplemented with special cases encountered in subtitle domain. The SUMAT data has been tokenized and contains 86,952,053 tokens in the parallel corpora, and 136,625,878 tokens in the monolingual ones.

The performance on the tokenization task was evaluated by assessing accuracy, precision and recall. Accuracy was calculated using the following formula: \( (tp + tn)/(tp + tn + fn + fp) \), precision = \( tp/(tp + fp) \) and recall = \( tp/(tp + fn) \), where \( tp \) is the number of correctly tokenized tokens; \( tn \) is the number of strings of characters that are not tokens but are correctly recognized as such; \( fn \) is the number of incomplete tokens, e.g. ’92 is one token and is recognized as two tokens such as ’ 92, where Mr. is tokenized as Mr. or where o’clock becomes o ’ clock; and \( tn \) is the number of strings of characters that form more than one token but are wrongly recognized as just a single token, e.g. 5 ° C is tokenized as 5 °C. For this, 500 subtitles per language pair were randomly selected as testing material provided that this set contained data of the different subtitling companies balanced per genre and domain. Subsequently, the selected material was manually tokenized, sentence split and aligned by experts (linguists) so as to construct the gold (or reference) data sets against which to compare the test data. The overall performance on the tokenization task is good, with subtitles tokenized with high accuracy and precision (0.99 on average) and minimum token loss (recall 0.98 on average).

3.5 Parallel data alignment

Compilation of any parallel corpus requires alignment of various types. For SUMAT purposes at the pre-processing stage, the following alignments were performed: (1) sentence alignment to align translations at the sentence level; and (2) subtitle alignment to identify parallel subtitles.

3.5.1 Sentence splitting and alignment

Previous work on SMT of subtitles (e.g. Armstrong et al., 2006; Volk, 2008) has developed successful systems without splitting subtitles into sentences, with this approach working particularly well for closely related languages. Accordingly, we decided to use this strategy within SUMAT.

However, we aim to use additional translation models using the linguistically annotated subtitle data to create factored models in Moses. Linguistic annotation usually operates on the sentence level. Thus, subtitles that may contain one or more sentences will need to be split into separate sentences. There are many freely available tools for this task, e.g. OpenNLP tools.\textsuperscript{19} However, the majority of the sentence splitting tools are for English. Therefore, in SUMAT a tool was developed adopting a language-independent approach based on sentence-final punctuation marks as identified during tokenization. Recognizing the end of a sentence is not always a trivial task. Punctuation marks that usually appear at the end of a sentence may not indicate the end of a sentence, e.g. the dot can be the abbreviation marker as well. This problem cannot be solved by using abbreviation lists, since the dot is then ambiguous (however, very few cases were observed where the dot is part of the abbreviation and sentence-final punctuation mark at the same time). Additionally, the use of multiple dots ‘...’ is ambiguous: they often occur in the middle of a sentence indicating pauses in speech and at the end of the sentence when the sentence is not finished (e.g. incomplete abandoned dialogue utterances). The latter problems were largely solved by taking capitalization and other punctuation marks into account, e.g. ‘Y dejemos claro ... lo que no vamos a hacer’ was merged together in one sentence, and ‘- Pero ...’ ‘- Pero qué ?’ split into two sentences. Missing periods at the end of a sentence caused some problems. For instance, lyrics (songs) have no sentence-final punctuation and every line starts with capital letter, with 18 cases having been found so far in the EN–ES data. For such cases, problems were solved by keeping line breaks for files from the Music domain/genre. In some cases, however, sentence-final punctuation marks (mostly a full stop) are missing because of human error, but such cases are rare. Table 6 presents the number of identified and aligned sentences in the SUMAT corpus.

The performance on the sentence-splitting task for SUMAT data was evaluated. The selection procedure was slightly different from those for tokenization evaluation: rather than using a randomly selection of subtitles, consecutive subtitles were selected to construct the test and reference sets. Furthermore, accuracy, precision and recall was computed as described above, but the interpretation is different from the tokenization task: \( tp \) is the number of correctly split sentences; \( tn \) is the number of tokens that while not forming a sentence are correctly recognized as such, e.g. incomplete abandoned sentences; \( fn \) is the number of incomplete sentences wrongly identified as a full sentence (< 1 sentence); and \( tn \) is the number of more than one sentence wrongly spanned in one sentence (> 1 sentence). The overall performance on this task is good, as we obtained an accuracy of 0.97, precision 0.96, and near perfect recall of 0.99.

Sentences from one language and their translation were identified and mapped. For sentence alignment two approaches were used: text-independent based on time code information, and a text-based approach. For the former we

\textsuperscript{16}www.fidaplus.net

\textsuperscript{17}See, for example, http://www.abkuerzungen.org

\textsuperscript{19}http://incubator.apache.org/opennlp/index.html
developed a separate tool. For the latter approach, we used the Hunalign tool (Varga et al., 2005). Hunalign supports a mode in which bilingual dictionaries are automatically generated through sentence-length alignment. Then it realigns the text in a second pass, using the automatic dictionary. Both approaches were evaluated on the SUMAT data and the results are very encouraging. Both approaches result in good performance (average accuracy of 0.96, precision and recall of 0.97). Results were worse for the Serbian–Slovenian language pair, where the accuracy was 0.45, the precision was 0.81 and the recall 0.43, on alignment using time codes. In order to improve performance, data was chosen that was aligned using Hunalign, where the performance was significantly better: accuracy was 0.74, precision 0.74 and recall was very high at 0.99. The errors identified are concerned with the fact that most of the Serbian–Slovenian data are not direct translations of one another, but from different source files, therefore problems appeared such as (i) the different lengths of source and target sentences, where in general, short sentences were better aligned; and (ii) 1-to-n sentence correspondence, which HunAlign cannot handle, while alignment based on time codes was quite successful in dealing with these problems. Table 6 gives an overview of identified and aligned sentences for the SMT system training.

### 3.5.2. Subtitle alignment

Parallel subtitles are identified and aligned using time codes, i.e. assuming that subtitle files with (almost) identical time codes contain parallel subtitles. However, some inconsistencies were detected when performing this type of alignment as described in Section 3.3. Due to different cuts in source- and target-language files, time code-based alignment is far from perfect. In alignment based on time-codes, some files with 1-to-1 subtitles had skewed time-codes on one side, e.g. the first subtitle time-codes are equal, the 10th subtitle time-codes are 2 seconds apart, the 100th subtitle time-codes are 20 seconds apart, etc. This also demanded an algorithm of its own to handle such problems. For small time stamp shifts, different tolerance values were used for different language pairs, e.g. up to 1 sec (25 frames) for English–Spanish and up to 1.05 sec for English–Swedish and Slovenian–Serbian. We also performed text-based subtitle alignment and compared both algorithms. Additionally, a subtitle may contain dialogues between two different speakers. We also investigated whether merging speaker lines or not helps improve the alignment of parallel subtitles for some languages. This was checked on three language pairs, and the performance on alignment was indeed slightly better for English–Spanish and English–French, and for Serbian–Slovenian when using Hunalign. The performance of both tools on different types of subtitle cut was evaluated. Alignment using time codes was more accurate with an accuracy of 0.89 on average (compared to 0.8 using Hunalign), precision of 0.94 (Hunalign: 0.82) , and recall of 0.91, slightly lower than the 0.96 obtained with Hunalign. The results obtained are reasonably good and can be considered satisfactory, since the results reported in the literature (e.g. Tiedemann, 2009) are significantly lower. For similar reasons as above, the results are again worse for Serbian-Slovenian data, where the best performance using time codes is: accuracy is 0.47, precision - 0.74, and recall - 0.49; using Hunalign the accuracy reached is 0.51, precision - 0.54, and recall - 0.78. Here, time code-aligned data will be chosen for training, since the alignment is not only relatively accurate, but also more precise which is important for MT.

Table 7 gives an overview of aligned parallel subtitles in the SUMAT corpora. As expected, some parallel data (about 15%) was lost in the course of alignment (compared with the delivered data presented in Table 1).

### 4. Conclusions and future work

In this paper we discussed the data collection and parallel corpus compilation process for training SMT systems, which includes several procedures such as data partition, conversion, formatting, normalization and alignment. The paper illustrates how even with the availability of professionally produced data, sentence and subtitle alignment is far from a trivial task. There are many issues that need to be taken into account. We discussed in detail each data pre-processing step using various approaches. We also presented evaluation results and statistics on the final SUMAT
subtitle corpus, as well as a discussion on the data pre-processing procedures. We experienced a loss of approximately 12% of the parallel data in terms of subtitles during the conversion, language identification and document alignment stages. Some parallel data was lost in the course of subtitle alignment (about 15%). The total loss of parallel data was about 27%, but the situation per language pair is different, e.g. for English–German the data loss due to document alignment problems (1-to-n correspondence) was the highest (about 57%), followed by Serbian–Slovenian due to skewed time codes in target and source files (loss of 35%). For English–Spanish, English–Portuguese and English–Swedish, the data loss was the lowest (about 7%), while for English–Dutch and English–French the loss was about 14%. Not-aligned data was added to the monolingual data.

The collected corpus size for subtitles to be used as SMT training material for all language pairs is sufficient, and it is close and for some language pairs exceeds the ideal size (around 1 million subtitles) required for such a task (see Hardmeier and Volk, 2009). Apart from the quantity, the SUMAT corpus has a number of very important characteristics. First of all, high quality both in terms of translation and in terms of high-precision alignment of parallel documents and their contents has been achieved. Secondly, the contents are provided in one consistent format and encoding. Finally, additional information such as type of content in terms of genres and domain is available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language pair</th>
<th>Extra parallel subtitles</th>
<th>Total finals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English - German</td>
<td>346.500</td>
<td>1.704.510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English - French</td>
<td>500.500</td>
<td>1.488.435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English - Spanish</td>
<td>139.500</td>
<td>950.671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English - Dutch</td>
<td>614.500</td>
<td>1.416.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English - Swedish</td>
<td>323.500</td>
<td>918.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English - Portuguese</td>
<td>202.000</td>
<td>747.217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbian - Slovenian</td>
<td>40.000</td>
<td>209.654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>2.166.500</strong></td>
<td><strong>7.434.521</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Amount of extra parallel subtitles that will be provided by the SUMAT subtitling companies.

The SUMAT parallel subtitle corpus has required substantial investment. We expect it to have a great impact on the rest of the project. The SUMAT project consortium will continue to maintain the corpus and to take an interest in its growth; extra data will be delivered by SUMAT subtitle providers (see Table 8), which will be supplemented with data from other resources, e.g. EuroparITV and the OpenSub corpus. In the future, after the SUMAT lifecycle, we will consider the possibility of making the SUMAT corpus generally available to the wider community for research purposes.
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